Abstract. The light curves of the first overtone classical Cepheids show a discontinuity in their φ 21 vs. P diagram, near P = 3.2 days. This feature, commonly attributed to the 2:1 resonance with the fourth overtone, is not reproduced by the hydrodynamical models. With the goal of reexamining the resonance hypothesis, we have obtained new CORAVEL radial velocity curves for 13 s-Cepheids. Together with 11 objects of Krzyt et al. (1998) , the combined sample covers the whole range of s-Cepheid periods. The velocity Fourier parameters display a strong characteristic resonant behavior. In striking contrast to photometric ones, they vary smoothly with the pulsation period and show no jump at 3.2 days. The existing radiative hydrodynamical models match the velocity parameters very well. The center of the ω 4 = 2ω 1 resonance is estimated to occur at P r = 4.58±0.04 days, i.e. at a considerable longer period than previously assumed. We identify two new members of the s-Cepheid group: MY Pup and V440 Per.
Introduction
The sinusoidal or s-Cepheids constitute about 30% of all Galactic Cepheids with periods less than 5 days. Originally they have been isolated from other Cepheids by their small amplitude and almost sinusoidal light, color and radial velocity curves. A rigorous quantitative definition, based on the Fourier decomposition of the light curves, has been introduced by Antonello et al. (1990) . Armed with this new classification tool, the Italian group has identified 33 s-Cepheids, plus several likely suspects Send offprint requests to: F. Kienzle ⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory (La Silla, Chile) and at the Observatoire de Haute-Provence (France) Correspondence to: Francesco.Kienzle@obs.unige.ch (Antonello & Poretti, 1986; Antonello et al., 1990; Mantegazza & Poretti, 1992; Poretti 1994 ).
The physical origin of the s-Cepheid phenomenon has been a matter of debate. It is suggested in the General Catalog of Variable Stars that these variables are either fundamental-mode pulsators during the first crossing of the instability strip or, alternatively, first overtone pulsators. The latter view has been adopted by Antonello et al. (1990) . A different interpretation has been proposed by Gieren et al. (1990) , who argued that the short period s-Cepheids pulsate in the first overtone, but that the long period ones (P > 3.2 days) are in fact fundamental-mode variables. The controversy has finally been settled with the massive photometry of the MACHO and EROS, which has unambiguously shown that all s-Cepheids pulsate in the overtone (Welch et al., 1995; Beaulieu et al., 1995) . This conclusion has subsequently been corroborated by the Fourier decomposition of the Galactic double-mode Cepheids (Pardo & Poretti, 1997) . Independently, the first crossing hypothesis has been ruled out by the new spectroscopic abundance analysis (Kovtyukh et al., 1996) .
The debate between Antonello et al. and Gieren et al. has been sparked off by the curious behavior of the sCepheid Fourier parameters. The light curve Fourier phase φ 21 (cf. Simon & Lee, 1981) , when plotted vs. pulsation period, shows a very deep and very abrupt drop in the vicinity of P = 3.2 days. At the same period the amplitude ratios R 21 and R 31 display a pronounced minimum. This behavior is reminiscent of what is observed for the fundamental-mode Cepheids at P ≈ 10 days (Simon & Moffett, 1985) . In the latter case the characteristic variation of the Fourier parameters has its origin in the 2:1 resonance between the fundamental mode and the second overtone (Simon & Schmidt, 1976; Buchler, Moskalik & Kovács, 1990; Kovács & Buchler, 1989) . By analogy, Antonello & Poretti (1986) and Petersen (1989) have proposed that the variations observed for the s-Cepheid light curves are also caused by a resonance, namely the 2:1 coupling between the first and the fourth overtones. Also by analogy, it has been assumed that the resonance center co-incides with the drop of the photometric φ 21 and therefore occurs at P = 3.2 days.
The resonance hypothesis, although very attractive, has encountered serious difficulties, when confronted with hydrodynamical calculations. Three sets of overtone cepheid models have been specifically computed to study the presumed resonance (Antonello & Aikawa, 1993 Schaller & Buchler 1994) . To great disappointment, they have all failed to reproduce the properties of the s-Cepheid light curves. The theoretical φ 21 and R 21 display some features in the vicinity of P = 3.2 days but they are very far from reproducing what is actually observed. The discrepancy is even more embarrassing, when compared with the very good agreement obtained with the same codes for the fundamental-mode pulsators (e.g. Moskalik, Buchler & Marom, 1992) .
Another potential problem has been pointed out by Buchler et al. (1996) , who have considered the constraints imposed by resonances on the evolutionary MassLuminosity relation. Their linear calculations show that the proposed s-Cepheid resonance centered at 3.2 days and the well established f-mode Cepheid resonance at 10 days cannot be reconciled simultaneously with the same M − L relation. For consistent picture, the s-Cepheid resonance has to occur at P = 4.3 days.
So far, the analysis of the s-Cepheid pulsations has been performed almost exclusively in the photometry domain. This choice has been dictated by the lack of high quality V r data for these low amplitude stars. The only attempt to compare the s-Cepheid velocity curves with the hydrodynamical models has been largely inconclusive (Antonello & Aikawa, 1995) . Analyzing overtone Cepheid velocity data is particularly desirable in light of the modeling difficulties discussed above. Velocity Fourier parameters can provide additional information on the overtone Cepheid pulsation dynamics and, thus, can shed new light on the resonance puzzle. The radial velocity, being a dynamical parameter, should reflect the resonance effects in a more visible way. The use of the velocity data is also preferred for comparison with the hydrodynamical models, because the theoretical velocity variations are computed more accurately.
With the above reasoning in mind, we have collected new CORAVEL radial velocity data for several known overtone cepheids. Several others have recently been analyzed by Krzyt et al. (1998) . The combined sample for the first time gives a complete and accurate description of the entire s-Cepheid velocity Fourier progression. The preliminary results of this project have been presented by Kienzle et al. (1998) . In this paper, we present the final results and discuss their astrophysical implications. In particular, we discuss the constraint imposed by the velocity data on the location of the s-Cepheid resonance. Krzyt et al. (1998) have made an extensive compilation of published radial velocity measurements for classical Cepheids and subsequently used this data to derive accurate Fourier parameters of their pulsation velocity curves. Their sample, over 100 objects in total, contains, however, only 11 overtone Cepheids. This number is not sufficient to adequately cover the Fourier progression for this group of stars. Therefore, we have taken new data for 13 other known overtone Cepheids, in order to enlarge the sample of Krzyt et al. The targets density is particularly large close to the photometric φ 21 drop (i.e. close to P = 3.2 days), where the resonance was expected, according to the previous results. In addition, 3 other Cepheids have been observed (AP Pup, MY Pup and IT Car), in an attempt to identify new long period overtone pulsators. Overtone Cepheids with P > 5 days have recently been found in the LMC (Alcock et al., 1995, Fig. 5) , their existence in the Galaxy has also been predicted on theoretical grounds (Buchler et al., 1997) .
Observations
The V r observations have been obtained with the northern and southern CORAVEL cross-correlation spectrophotometer (Baranne et al., 1979) at the 1-m Swiss telescope at the Haute Provence Observatory (France) and at the 1.54-m Danish telescope at the European Southern Observatory, La Silla (Chile). The cross-correlation function has been fitted with a gaussian profile in a standard way (Burki et al., 1982) in order to extract the radial velocities. Radial velocity standards have also been observed to check the instrumental drift. The majority of the data has been collected during four runs; in December 1996 (by FP), February 1997 (by FK), June 1997 (by DB) and during the last southern CORAVEL run at La Silla, in December 1997 (by FK). For all program Cepheids a very good phase coverage has been achieved, with more than 30 points per star (except V379 Cas -27 points). The measurement errors range from 0.3 km/s to 0.8 km/s in most cases.
The data and Table 1 hereafter are available at the CDS 1 .
Fourier decomposition
The radial velocity curves are fitted with
where ω = 2π/P, P is the pulsation period of the star, N is the order of the fit and t 0 is set to 245000. The parameters A 0 , A k , φ k and P are estimated with a standard unweighted least-square method, minimizing:
where V Obs r (t j ) and V r (t j ) are, respectively, the observed and the estimated radial velocity at the time t j and M is the number of datapoints.
The fitting is performed in several steps. At first, the period, P, is fixed (at a value taken from literature) and the initial estimates for A 0 , A k and φ k are obtained. Next, the period is set free and all the parameters are determined simultaneously through the non-linear minimization until χ 2 min is reached. The variance of the residuals, σ 2 , is then estimated as:
The degree of the fit, N , is increased until adding another harmonic does not decrease σ significantly. Finally, points which are more than 2.5σ away from the fit (these are assumed to be poor quality data) are eliminated, and the fitting procedure is repeated. This improves the errors, while it does not change the parameter estimates. For a given parameter X, its standard deviation σ(X) is computed by solving the equation:
At the limit of small measurement errors, such procedure of estimating σ(X) is exactly equivalent to that of Petersen (1986) , the latter approach has been used by Krzyt et al. (1998) . Finally, the Fourier phases φ k1 ≡ φ k − kφ 1 and amplitude ratios R k1 ≡ A k /A 1 are calculated. Their errors are computed with the formulae of Petersen (1986) . Our dataset has been analyzed independently by two of us (PM and FK) and the derived Fourier parameters in all cases agree to three significant digits or better. In Fig. 1 we display the phased velocity curves for the program stars, together with their Fourier fits. The Fourier parameters and their formal errors are given Table 1 .
Comments on individual stars
For 4 stars the phase coverage has been improved by supplementing our CORAVEL measurements with the published data: BD Cas -11 points from Gorynya et al. (1992) and 7 points from Gorynya et al. (1996) FZ Car -5 points from Pont et al. (1994) UY Mon -18 points from Imbert (1981) . The archival data has been re-reduced. A vertical shift of −1.1 km/s has been applied, which reduces the variance of the fit, σ 2 , by 48%. QZ Nor -5 points from Metzger et al. (1992) . A vertical shift by of −0.9 km/s has been applied, which reduced the variance of the fit by 25%.
Properties of Fourier parameters
The set of s-Cepheids observed for this paper has been supplemented with 11 overtone pulsators analyzed by Krzyt et al.(1998) , R 31 and φ 21 for this object are well below those derived for the fundamental-mode Cepheids. On these grounds, we classify this star as a new overtone Cepheid. This conclusion will be strengthened by comparison with the hydrodynamical models (Section 5). The light curve of MY Pup has been Fourier analyzed by Antonello & Poretti (1986) . Antonello et al. (1990) have described it as a suspected s-Cepheid.
V440 Per (P = 7.57 days) -This very low amplitude variable (A 1 = 2.7±0.1 km/s) has been analyzed by Krzyt et al. (1998) . It is similar to MY Pup and, for the same reasons, we classify this star as a new overtone Cepheid. Its light curve has been Fourier analyzed by Antonello & Poretti (1986) . The classification scheme of Antonello et al. (1990) , based on photometric φ 21 , does not discriminate between the pulsation modes for P > 5.5 days (see also Welch et al. 1995, Fig. 2) . Therefore, the overtone nature of V440 Per has not been recognized in their paper.
BD Cas -This star has originally been classified as Pop. II Cepheid, according to its photometric and spectroscopic characteristics (Petit 1960) , although its low galactic latitude (b = −0.96) is also compatible with Pop. I. With new CCD photometry, Schmidt (1991) and Poretti (1994) have reclassified BD Cas as a Pop. I s-Cepheid. However, their photometric data are scarce (16 points) and the Fourier parameters are plagued with very large errors (σ(φ 2 ) = 0.72). The values of A 1 and R 21 derived from the velocity curve place the star among the overtone Cepheids, but φ 21 = 2.834 ± 0.268 does not, being instead similar to those of the fundamental pulsators. Clearly, more observations are needed to confirm the s-Cepheid status of this variable.
X Lac, V495 Cyg and V636 Cas -these 3 variables have been analyzed by Krzyt et al. (1998) . For X Lac (P = 5.45 days) and V495 Cyg (P = 6.72 days) the values of φ 21 , R 21 and R 31 fall well below the fundamental mode sequence and close to those of MY Pup and V440 Per. This behavior strongly suggests the s-Cepheid classification, but the amplitude of both stars is rather high and typical of fundamental pulsators (10.88 ± 0.16 km/s and 12.95 ± 0.24 km/s, respectively). In the case of V636 Cas (P = 8.38 days), the values of A 1 = 4.66 ± 0.08 km/s and R 21 = 0.214 ± 0.019 point towards the s-Cepheid classification, but the very high value of φ 21 = 4.554 ± 0.087 is in conflict with such an interpretation. Although all 3 stars differ from the majority of the fundamental-mode Cepheids, at this point the evidence is not sufficient to consider them overtone as pulsators.
Our sample of 25 s-Cepheids covers the range of periods from 1.95 to 7.57 days. Except for BD Cas which deviates from the trend, the remaining stars display a remarkably tight progression of φ 21 , R 21 and to a lesser degree of A 1 with the pulsation period. As the period increases, φ 21 rises, reaches a maximum at about P = 4 days and then Fig. 3 . φ 31 and R 31 vs. period for Cepheid radial velocity curves (top and bottom, respectively). Same symbols as in Fig. 2 . falls down to ∼ 2.6 rad. This variation is accompanied by a decrease of R 21 at periods of 3.5 − 5.0 days, followed by a slow increase. The amplitude A 1 decreases uniformly throughout the whole range of periods. In contrast to the low order parameters, the behavior of the higher order terms φ 31 and R 31 shows essentially no features, perhaps because of their low accuracy.
The velocity Fourier parameters of the overtone Cepheids are distinctively different from those of the fundamental-mode pulsators. In particular, A 1 , R 21 and R 31 are much lower, which is a testimony to the "sinusoidal" shape of the s-Cepheid velocity curves. The two groups are also clearly separated in the φ 21 − P plane, except a narrow range of periods around 5 days. These properties allow to distinguish overtone from fundamentalmode Cepheids in the entire range of periods, including P > 5.5 days, where Antonello's et al. (1990) criterion based on the light curve morphology no longer works.
In Fig. 4 we compare the s-Cepheid φ 21 progression for light curves and for velocity curves. The light curve data are taken from Antonello & Poretti (1986) , Antonello et. al. (1990) , Mantegazza & Poretti (1992) and Poretti (1994) . The two φ 21 plots are remarkably different. For the light curves, φ 21 undergoes a dramatic, almost discontinuous drop at a period of ∼ 3.2 days. It is this behavior, accompanied by a local minimum of R 21 , which led to the hypothesis that the 2:1 resonance between the first overtone and the fourth overtone occurs in this place (Antonello & Poretti, 1986; Petersen 1989) . In case of the velocity curves, φ 21 varies smoothly and displays no jump at 3.2 days nor at any other period. The same is true for all the remaining velocity Fourier parameters. In other words, there is no spectacular change of velocity curve morphology at 3.2 days. This surprising and unexpected result contradicts the assumption of a resonance at this period. If the resonance is causing rapid variations of the Fourier parameters, it should affect both the velocity curves and the light curves.
Comparison with hydrodynamical models
Two extended surveys of nonlinear first overtone Cepheid models have been performed in recent years, by Schaller & Buchler (1994) and by Antonello & Aikawa (1995) . Those surveys have been aimed at investigating the effects of the ω 4 ≈ 2ω 1 resonance. In order to study these effects in a systematic fashion, the models have been grouped in one parameter sequences, running either at constant luminosity (Antonello & Aikawa) or parallel to the theoretical first overtone Blue Edge (Schaller & Buchler) . Both sets of calculations are performed with purely radiative hydrocodes and almost the same input physics (e.g. opacity tables). Consequently, they both give very similar results. In the following discussion we will use models of Schaller & Buch- Fig. 4 , but compared with two sequences of hydrodynamical models of Schaller & Buchler (1994) . See text for details.
ler, primarily because their sequences cover a wider range of period ratios, P 4 /P 1 .
In Fig. 5 we plot the observational data together with the theoretical values of φ 21 for two sequences of models. Sequence A (solid line) obeys the Mass-Luminosity relation of Chiosi (1989) and runs on the H-R diagram parallel to, but 100K cooler of the first overtone Blue Edge. Sequence B (dashed line) follows the classical M − L relation of Becker, Iben & Tuggle (1977) and is 300K cooler than the Blue Edge. The resonance with the fourth overtone occurs in sequences A and B at, respectively, P 1 = 4.02 days and P 1 = 5.40 days. As already discussed, the calculations fail to reproduce the jump of the photometric φ 21 . The variations displayed by the models are never as large or as sharp as actually observed. The situation is, however, entirely different in case of velocity curves. For both sequences shown, the progression of velocity φ 21 has a shape remarkably similar to the observed one. The theoretical curves do not agree with the observations, though -they are displaced either to shorter or to longer periods in respect to the data. It is easy to notice that the displacement depends on the position of the ω 4 = 2ω 1 resonance within the sequence. Thus, a good match between the models and the radial velocity data should be possible, provided that the resonance period in the models is chosen properly.
Position of the Resonance
We now use the radial velocity φ 21 data to constrain the position of the s-Cepheid 2:1 resonance. Fig. 5 (bottom) already shows that it must be located somewhere between 4.02 and 5.40 days (i.e. between values for sequences A and B). In order to pinpoint the resonance center more precisely, though. To that aim we will try to "construct" the model sequence that matches the velocity data as closely as possible.
The hydrodynamical computations of Schaller & Buchler (1994) show that the velocity φ 21 for the overtone Cepheid models is very tightly correlated with the resonant period ratio, P 4 /P 1 . In other words, to a very good approximation we can write:
where function f is the same for every model sequence. Analogous property has also been found for the fundamental-mode Cepheids, where the ω 2 ≈ 2ω 0 resonance plays an important role (Buchler, Moskalik & Kovács, 1990) . For any sequence of models, the relation between the period ratio and the period can be described by an approximate formulae
where P r is the period at the resonance center. The parameters P r and α are different for every sequence. Our goal is to find the values of these parameters, for which a sequence reproduces the observations best. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) we get
P r and α can now be determined by fitting the above expression to the observed values of velocity φ 21 . This is done with a χ 2 method, minimizing
where φ Obs 21 (P 1 ) and φ 21 (P 1 ) are the observed and estimated values, respectively, and σ(φ 21 ) is the error of the observed φ 21 . For the function f (P 4 /P 1 ) we adopt the φ 21 progression of sequence A. It is the longest and most densely sampled of all sequences of Schaller & Buchler (1994) . Two stars are omitted from the fit -BD Cas, which deviates from the trend, and V1726 Cyg, which has excessive error (σ(φ 21 ) = 0.373). Two other stars, SU Cyg and V440 Per, turn out to be outside the range of P 4 /P 1 covered by the models. The minimization leads to an excellent fit with χ 2 min = 22.22, which is a very reasonable value for χ 2 of 19 degrees of freedom (21 stars, 2 parameters). This proves that Eq. (7) provides a good representation of physical reality. The values of the parameters determined from the fit are α = 0.147 ± 0.003 and P r = 4.58 ± 0.04 days. The resultant φ 21 fit is shown in Fig. 6 (top) . The plot confirms that a very good match of the models and the φ 21 data has been achieved. In the bottom panel we display the theoretical values of R 21 for the same sequence of models (solid line). Aside from shifting and stretching of the abscissa (Eq. (6)) nothing else has been adjusted here. The computed R 21 is too high, as compared to the data, but otherwise its progression with period bears a very strong resemblance to the observations. In particular, both the models and the data display a steep decrease between periods of 3.5 and 5.0 days and a slow increase afterwards. The high values of theoretical R 21 should not be consider a serious problem. This quantity depends on the artificial viscosity, which is an arbitrary numerical parameter in the hydrodynamical modeling. Increasing the artificial viscosity, we can decrease the amplitude ratio R 21 by an arbitrary constant factor. This will also decrease the amplitude A 1 by a similar factor, but the Fourier phase φ 21 will remain virtually unchanged (Schaller & Buchler, 1994 ). The dashed line shows the R 21 values scaled by 0.66. The scaled models are in very good quantitative agreement with the data at all periods. Not only the location, but also the size of the R 21 drop is now reproduced. Fig. 6 shows that a parameterization by Eq. (6) can bring velocity φ 21 and R 21 into remarkably good, simultaneous agreement with the s-Cepheid observations. This proves that the radiative models are capable of describing the radial velocity variations in these stars. It also proves that the 2:1 resonance plays a dominant dynamical role in the s-Cepheid pulsations.
The most important outcome of the fitting procedure is the determination of the s-Cepheid resonant period. The derived value is somewhat dependent on the way we define the function f (P 4 /P 1 ). For example, if it is given by sequence B instead of sequence A, we obtain P r = 4.36 ± 0.03 days. This is an extreme case, however. For other sequences of models we always find higher values. As our final estimate of the resonant period we adopt the value resulting from fitting of sequence A. We consider it to be most trustworthy, because this particular sequence covers the widest range of P 4 /P 1 and simultaneously gives the best match to the data (in terms of χ 2 min ). We conclude, that the 2:1 resonance between the first overtone and the fourth overtone occurs at a period of P r = 4.58 ± 0.04 days.
Implications for the Mass-Luminosity Relation
The evolutionary Mass-Luminosity relation for the classical Cepheids is still a matter of considerable debate (cf. Buchler et al., 1996) . The newly derived position of the ω 4 = 2ω 1 resonance can be used to constrain this important relation. In the following, we adopt the slope of Becker et al. (1977) and assume that the M − L relation has the form
The zero point parameter b has to be adjusted, so as to place the resonance at the right period. In order to determine the value of b, we resort to the linear non-adiabatic (LNA) pulsation calculations. We use the latest version of the OPAL opacities (Iglesias & Rogers, 1996) and assume the standard Pop. I metallicity of Z = 0.02. The LNA calculations show that the first overtone Blue Edge and the fundamental Blue Edge are about 250 K apart. In the region between the two lines the models can pulsate in the first overtone only. We assume, somewhat arbitrarily, that the sample of Galactic s-Cepheids is represented best by the sequence of models running on the H-R diagram parallel the two Blue Edges, half-way between them. For a sequence constructed in such a way, the resonance condition (P 4 /P 1 = 0.5 at P 1 = 4.58 ± 0.04 days) is satisfied for b = 0.74 ± 0.01. The derived value of b is not very far from the zero point of b = 0.65, inferred from the fundamental mode 2:1 resonance at P 0 = 10 days (Moskalik & Krzyt 1998a , 1998b . The difference of ∆b = 0.09 corresponds to 5.5% difference of mass at a given luminosity. Although not in full agreement, the two values of b are close enough that with better models it might be possible to match both resonances with the same M − L relation. For the s-Cepheid resonance located at 3.2 days, as suggested in earlier literature, a simultaneous match is hardly possible. Such a low value of P r would require a zero point of b = 1.05, which is incompatible with the fundamental mode constraint.
Conclusions
We have collected new CORAVEL radial velocity data and have then derived the Fourier parameters of the pulsation velocity curves for 14 overtone Cepheids. Our sample, combined with 11 variables of Krzyt et al. (1998) , covers the entire range of s-Cepheid periods. As such, it is perfectly suited to discuss the group properties of this class of stars. The main results of our work can be summarized as follows:
1. Velocity Fourier parameters can discriminate between the overtone and the fundamental-mode pulsators at all periods, including P > 5.5 days. This property allows identification of two new overtone Cepheids: MY Pup (P = 5.69 days) and V440 Per (P = 7.57 days). The comparison with the hydrodynamical models (cf. Fig. 6 ) supports this conclusion. 2. The progressions of the s-Cepheid Fourier parameters for velocity curves and for light curves are very different. Velocity parameters vary smoothly with the period and do not undergo any rapid changes or jumps. The jump of the photometric φ 21 at P = 3.2 days is not related to the resonance, but must be caused by some other, as yet unidentified effect. 3. Velocity Fourier parameters φ 21 and R 21 can be reproduced remarkably well by the resonant (radiative) hydrodynamical models. This clearly shows that the 2:1 resonance with the fourth overtone is instrumental in shaping the s-Cepheid pulsations. The fit of the models to the velocity data yields a new estimate of the resonance period, which is P r = 4.58 ± 0.04 days. This period implies an M − L relation zero point of b = 0.74, not very different from value inferred from ω 2 = 2ω 0 resonance.
The derived resonant period is based solely on the analysis of the s-Cepheid radial velocity curves, the light curve information has been entirely ignored. There are two arguments in favor of such an approach. First, the theoretical velocity curves are not very sensitive to poor treatment of thermodynamics (convection, radiative transfer) in existing codes. Consequently, they are predicted by the hydrodynamical models more accurately than the light curves and are always in better agreement with observations. This is clearly the case for the fundamental-mode Cepheid models (Moskalik, Buchler & Marom, 1992) . A very good match between computed and observed s-Cepheid velocity curves confirms the validity of the above argument. Second and most important, the resonant interaction of pulsation modes is a dynamical phenomenon. Since V r is a dynamical quantity, studying its variation is, in our opinion, the best and most direct way of probing resonances in pulsating stars.
We want to end this paper with a word of caution. The hydrodynamical models (Schaller & Buchler, 1994; Antonello & Aikawa, 1995) which can match the velocity data so successfully, at the same time fail to reproduce the observed light curves. At this point we can offer no explanation for this discrepancy. A new modeling effort with better input physics is needed to address this problem and to confirm our conclusions. Such an effort, based on adaptive mesh hydrocode with time-dependent convection is already underway and its first results are very promising (Buchler, private communication) .
